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Speaking broadly, access control systems – and physical access control 

systems in particular (PACS) – are likely to be the most common and visible 

embodiment of organizational security today.  Video surveillance is also 

common of course for conventional physical security with network access being a 

core IT/cyber security priority and increasingly related to physical security. However, 

video and IT security typically operate in the background for most users as there is 

little direct interaction with these systems. In contrast, everyone interacts with an 

organization’s PACS system on a daily basis, as it serves as the first, and often the 

only, means of controlling physical access for enrolled individuals and visitors, and 

preventing unauthorized people from entering a facility or protected internal areas.  

In this context, it is no surprise that access control is widely considered to be 

the cornerstone for physical security operations. As a result, there continues to be 

ongoing improvements in access control software and hardware devices as the ability 

to implement highly accurate means of identifying and authenticating individuals to 

better track personnel for myriad security, workforce management and health safety 

applications. It also comes as no surprise that the recent pandemic has ushered in 

a whole new checklist of challenges for organizations relative to hybrid workforces, 

flexible work hours, occupancy restrictions and more. All this, combined with a 

heightened concern for physical security and the liabilities attached to breaches 

in security, are also driving new and innovative ways to deploy and leverage PACS 

technology. 

Introduction 
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Beyond Security… 

Two significant areas as of improved PACS 

software technology include a much higher 

level of innate intelligence and the ability to 

integrate with related systems more readily. 

In particular, best-in-class PACS systems are 

now much more capable of confirming actual 

user identities with the ability to capture 

more data related for real-time and forensic 

analysis. Whereas in the past, most PACS 

were basically rudimentary systems designed 

for physical access and egress. By harnessing 

the ability to capture, classify and store huge 

volumes of data, today’s next evolution of PACS system technology both increases 

physical security and business intelligence across the enterprise. Taking this one 

step further, new PACS solutions are making the transition from being reactionary to 

proactive and preemptive solutions that help better mitigate risks and liabilities across 

the enterprise. 

The bottom line is this: if controlling access is all your PACS system is doing for your 

facility, you are missing out on a valuable and powerful source of physical security and 

business intelligence data.  PACS systems, thanks to their greatly enhanced intelligence 

and other enhancements including pre-emptive filters, can appropriately be viewed as 

a core monitoring utility for the entire facility, capturing and delivering an expansive 

range of data. This creates a whole new value proposition for a wide range of users 

who may not otherwise use this level of PACS data mining and management. 

In this paper, we will look at how these benefits can be obtained, with a focus on 

small and medium sized organizations that stand to benefit the most from these new 

capabilities.  
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Detecting Anomalies with Pre-emptive PACS Filters 

Of all the PACS software improvements in recent years, perhaps none is more important than 

the implementation of specialized pre-emptive PACS filters. 

PACS filters are akin to machine learning patterns employed in expensive third party access 

management platforms, providing users with real-time data on virtually every aspect of 

controlled access and egress activity, as well as system status.  These filters effectively 

transform traditional reactive access control solutions into pre-emptive, proactive solutions 

by identifying anomalies, suspicious activities, system and device failures, and other potential 

threats, and issuing alerts in real-time. 

Since PACS pre-emptive filters can be used alone or in any combination, they can be applied 

to automatically detect, track, and analyze a wide range of events caused by any combination 

of enrolled individuals’ access history, and/or the performance of specific access devices. This 

provides users with a new and powerful management tool to identify and correlate historical 

events for forensic investigations, as well as the ability to detect anomalies that require 

further investigation or maintenance.

In general, the greater the variety and specialization of filters a PACS provides, the greater the 

range of data it can secure for different applications. These filters can be grouped into four 

general categories:

1. Device Management filters

2. Alarm and Event Management filters

3. Physical Identity Access Management (PIAM)  filters

4. Workforce and Risk Management filters

“The greater the variety and specialization of filters a PACS 
provides, the greater the range of data it can secure for different 

applications.”
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Device Management [Reasons why you plan your system]

Device Management filters can automatically monitor access-related devices. This 
not only ensures that physical access/egress security protocols are in proper working 
order,  it also detects and reports if any hardware devices require imminent or future 
maintenance, helping to ensure that all systems remain fully operational.

Here are examples of data that indicates anomalous functionality, actions, or activities. 
Such data can trigger alarms so that it can be assessed by security staff or other 
appropriate departments. 

Access system/device failure 
detection

Pre-emptive PACS filters can detect when 
system hardware, such as a card reader, 
is not functioning as designed. This 
indication of system health is often an 
early indication of a security weakness, 
as even legitimate users may take steps 
to work around the faulty device. 

Doors events, status and 
programming 

A “Door Open” signal, by itself, could 
indicate normal operation or an anomalous situation. Here are three cases of “Door 
Open” signals at three separate locations, where the reasons for the signals differ. 
In each of these cases the response was managed differently by the organization. By 
implementing pre-emptive filtering that provided additional context, each case could be 
addressed with an understanding of the reason for the signal. Without such filtering and 
context, the organization wouldn’t know if the situation was one of equipment damage, 
routine maintenance, or the actions of an internal threat.  

Case 1, the door was propped open by a vendor making a delivery.

Case 2, the control for the door was overridden using a key. The reason was that the 
wireless lock battery had died, and battery alerts had been ignored. 

Case 3, a door was discovered unlocked during a security tour. In this case, the 
operator had ignored reminders and failed to relock the door.

(Please see the Appendix for a more complete list of possible signal data, filters, and actions.)
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Reader events, status and programming

In our first example, an employee is paid for weekend hours 
at a facility where the hours are tracked using access 
credentials. On this day, he presented his credential to 
the access reader to unlock the door, but he did not 
open the door or enter the building, never intending 
to actually work the hours. Pre-emptive filter 
evidence showed that access was granted and 
enter events did not occur, raising an alert for 
management.

 In a second example, an employee with 
access credentials is terminated. By 
implementing pre-emptive automation 
of company policies, a leading PACS system such as Pinnacle can push notifications 
to notify security personnel to inactivate or expire the credential immediately, and 
retain the access records until advised.

Here is a more comprehensive list of Reader events that relate to a cardholder 
not being admitted. With pre-emptive filtering, these events can be configured to 
trigger other actions to occur: 

• Access Denied

• Already In

• Already Out

• Blocked

• Card Expired

• Inactive

• Incorrect PIN

• No PIN  

• Not Time

• Reader Blocked

• Soft APB In

• Soft APB Out 

Additional categories of system data that can  
be filtered and used to trigger additional  
review or actions: 

• Controller events, status and    
 programming 

• Inputs and Outputs, status and   
 programming 
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Alarm and Event Management – Response – Notification 

PACS Alarm and Event Management filters improve the overall efficiency and 
effectiveness of your security operations, and can help to dramatically reduce costs, 
fatigue, and distractions associated with false alarms. Security personnel can focus on 
real events of interest instead of investigating false alarms, or even worse, ignoring 
what they believe to be a false alarm that may actually be a potentially harmful 
security breach.

• Alarm and event management filters deliver numerous benefits, during            
  potentially dangerous or threatening events such as an active shooter, fire or            
  environmental hazard, or spontaneous weather events like tornadoes and  
  flash floods. Advanced PACS filters can improve the overall efficiency and   
  effectiveness of your security operations, including: 

• Emergency access management including lockdowns and mustering 

• Insider threat detection and risk mitigation based on access attempts, denied   
  access, and expired access credentials 

• System tampering and forced entry

These capabilities alone provide an added layer of security and safety, and help 
organizations maintain compliance to internal and local protocols. 

• Response actions to be taken based on established operating procedures

• Notifications to authorized personnel/first responders via email, text messages,            
  alarm activation or audible/visual alarms

 
 

“ PIAM PACS filters help organizations identify and 
authenticate individuals and their access to facilities and 

secured areas.”
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Physical Identity Access Management (PIAM)  
PIAM PACS filters help organizations identify and authenticate individuals and 
their access to facilities and secured areas. Various levels of programming 
permissions can be set on an individual basis to maintain tight controls over 
secure and sensitive areas within a facility. Filters in this category include: 

• Controlled/privileged access levels on a location-by-location basis 

• Credentials incorrect, including detection of expired or altered   
 credentials

• Occupancy management to maintain capacity compliance

• Contractor and contingent worker management 

• Pin or reader deactivated or modified by a system admin

• Badge management (created/deleted/      
 modified…)

Managing physical identities across organizations can be a challenging task.  
PIAM PACS filters help to automate the process which improves security, 
workforce management, and compliance.

Workforce and Risk Management [Accountability]  
PACS Workforce and Risk Management filters have become increasingly 
important tools for organizations as employees continue to return to work with 
hybrid and flexible work hours. These filters help keep track of employees for 
security, human resources, health safety and compliance reasons. Filters make it 
easier to prepare mandatory reports for submission, saving time and automating 
a typically manual process. Pre-emptive filters in this subcategory include:  

• Compliance/audit management  

• Occupancy restriction by room or facility – Homeless shelter

• Health management / contact tracing 

• Time and attendance 
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Vertical Applications for Pre-emptive PACS Filter  
Because PACS solutions with advanced pre-emptive filters can be used alone or 
in any combination, they can be tailored and implemented for many types of 
organizations. In each of these cases, they can be applied to automatically detect, 
track, and analyze events caused by any combination of enrolled individuals’ 
access history, and/or the performance of specific access devices. Here are some 
examples of how they can help:

K-12 Education

Protecting the safety and security of children, teachers and all the support 
personnel working in our public and private school systems is a high priority. 
Incident deterrence, prevention, and response all depend on proven, effective 
access control systems that can be tailored and deployed in both new and 
existing facilities. 

With tight budgets, many K-12 facilities have already implemented a PACS system 
as a means of employing some form of access/egress control to help reduce 
the high expense of employing guards at every entrance.  When implemented 
using existing PACS software that is scalable, pre-emptive filters can quickly and 
economically provide a host of valuable functions – flagging unexpected access 
activities, propped doors, and similar security events of interest for fast remedial 
action.  
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Banking and Financial Offices

In the financial sector, a security breach involving high-value 
assets can result in significant losses. Therefore, stringent 

security measures including access control systems, 
auditable access records, and sometimes even video 

access confirmation are an absolute necessity for 
banks and for back-office operations. 

Unusual access requests such as those made 
outside of working hours or attempts at 

unauthorized/restricted areas could indicate 
insider threats, or even someone acting 

under duress. Raising alerts for unusual 
access behaviors are a powerful step to detect potential problems early, while 
helping to maintain compliance with demanding regulations and mandates.

Healthcare and Extended Care Facilities

Healthcare and extended care organizations such as 
hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, teaching facilities, and 
outpatient care facilities all face increasing challenges 
to safeguard patients and personnel, expensive 
equipment and resources, and tightly control 
access to pharmaceuticals. As a result, more and 
more healthcare facilities are implementing 
access control systems as a key element of 
their compliance with regulations and a 
fundamental part of their facility security 
programs.

“Advanced PACS solutions like Sielox Pinnacle™ systems come 
equipped with advanced pre-emptive filtering capabilities, enabling 

a new level of PACS physical control and data management 
capabilities.”
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Most healthcare facilities typically also employ large numbers of contracted 
workers, temporary staff, medical interns, and adjunct medical staff, making 
the management of access identities and credentials a challenge. 

Implementing pre-emptive intelligence in the form of management filters 
is an ideal step to increase protections for all individuals on-premises and 
across all sensitive areas, while helping ensure strict compliance mandates. 
New PACS solutions with pre-emptive filters also help ensure that security 
personnel stay focused on events that matter and are made aware of 
anomalous events that may indicate potential threats. 

Multi-Tenant Residential and Commercial buildings 

Managers at multi-tenant buildings have an obligation to protect 
the interests of all the tenants and visitors alike. One challenge is 
that managers of multi-tenant may not have a direct relationship 
with every tenant, and may not be notified immediately when 
a particular person’s access privileges should be updated 
or terminated. In some cases, visitor credentials are 
controlled by shared facility staffers, but shift changes 
and working hours can make it hard for security 
personnel to keep track of individuals who are 
actually on-site. 

Implementing pre-emptive filtering is one way 
that access irregularities may be detected and 
highlighted for follow-up, including access attempts at unauthorized areas, 
overstaying approved visit times, and similar indicators. 

Government Facilities

Local, state and federal government facilities include a variety of building 
types, such as administrative offices, maintenance buildings, courthouses, 
police departments, and similar sensitive locations and areas within. These 
facilities need appropriate access control, and emergency notification and 
response systems in place to protect people, property and assets, which can 
include weapons, evidence, and seized contraband, among other valuable 
property and information.
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Government facilities are ideal candidates for implementing 
cost-effective pre-emptive filtering intelligence. The wealth 
of valuable access data available using PACS with pre-
emptive filtering can be implemented to recognize, detect, 
and raise alerts on a wide range of anomalous access 
events and behaviors. With security, operations and 
workforce management responsibilities spread over 
several departments, the ability to detect otherwise 
unbeknownst insider and external threats using 
pre-emptive filtering delivers a high return on 
investment for publicly funded projects.

Become a PACS Power User

Advanced PACS solutions like Sielox Pinnacle™ systems come equipped with 
advanced pre-emptive filtering capabilities, enabling a new level of PACS 
physical control and data management capabilities. A scalable solution, Sielox 
Pinnacle allows new and existing users to easily deploy the latest pre-emptive 
filtering solutions to leverage new sources of data for a comprehensive range 
of applications.  (Note that if you’re Sielox Pinnacle user, you already have 
advanced pre-emptive filtering capabilities at your fingertips that you may not 
be leveraging.)  
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Appendix 1: Pre-emptive  
Door Event Filters 
Door Open vs Door unlocked 
 
Door Activated by User

Door Added

Door Closed

Door Cut

Door Deactivated by User

Door Deleted

Door Forced Open

Door Forgive APB by User

Door Left Open

Door Locked

Door Locked by User

Door Locked via Input

Door Locked via Time Zone

Door Locked Via Toggle

Door Modified

Door Momentary Unlocked by User

Door Opened

Door Privacy Mode Ended

Door Privacy Mode Started

Door Set FPR Arrived

Door Set FPR Waiting

Door Set FPR Waiting by User

Door Shorted

Door Unlocked by User

Door Unlocked via Input

Door Unlocked via Timezone

Door Unlocked Via Toggle

Enhanced Locked

Enhanced Unlock By User

Lock Battery Critical

Lock Battery Low

Lock Battery Normal

Lock Cache Used

Lock Crash Bar Held

Lock Deadbolt Extended

Lock Deadbolt Retracted

Lock Dog On Next Exit

 

Lock Dogged/Unlocked

Lock Key Override

Lock Latch Blocked

Lock Latch Normal

Lock Link Mode Ended

Lock Link Mode Started

Lock Motor Normal

Lock Motor Stalled

Lock Offline

Lock Online

Lock Tamper Active

Lock Tamper Secure

Lock Trouble

Lock Undogged/Locked

REX Active

REX Cut

REX Secure

REX Shorted
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Appendix 2: Pre-emptive Open and Unlocked Event Filters 
 
Admitted Card – Unlocked door
Door Unlocked by User
Door Unlocked via Input
Door Unlocked via Timezone
Door Unlocked Via Toggle
Enhanced Unlocked By User
Momentary unlocked By User
Door Set FPR Arrived
Lock Key Override
Lock Dogged/Unlocked
Open
Forced Open
Left open
Entered
Exited
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Appendix 3: Pre-emptive Filters for Configurable Events and 
Notification Triggers 
 
Possible configurable access reader events specific to a cardholder not being admitted 
through the opening. Then using the filters to assign or trigger other actions to occur. 
 
Access Denied
Already In
Already Out
Blocked
Card Expired
Inactive
Incorrect PIN
No PIN  
Not Time
Reader Blocked
Soft APB In
Soft APB Out
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About Sielox

Sielox Layered Security Systems, including access control systems, crisis 
notification, response systems, and intelligent access controllers, provide a 
smart way to protect people, property, and assets with the highest levels of 
performance, reliability, and cost-efficiency.

Since 1979, Sielox has built its expertise working with integration partners 
and end-users in all types of facilities. Our “Made in USA” lockdown 
solutions include the AnyWare™ Browser-Based Access Control Solution, 
CLASS™ Crisis Lockdown Alert Status System, 2700 controller, and 
Pinnacle™ Advanced Access Control Software integrated with leading 
manufacturer wireless locks.

Sielox is a listed vendor with the U.S. General Services Administration 
(GSA) and PEPPM which can be used for non-profit, K-12, Higher Ed, State, 
County, and Municipal Government purchasing.

Contact Us

info@Sielox.com 
856.861.4570 
Sielox.com 


